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we establish several fundamental properties of analysis-suitable t-splines which are important for design and analysis. first, we characterize t-spline spaces and prove that the space of smooth bicubic polynomials, defined over the extended t-mesh of an analysis-suitable t-spline, is contained in the corresponding analysis-suitable t-spline space. this is accomplished through the theory of perturbed analysis-suitable t-spline spaces and a simple topological dimension formula. second, we establish the theory of analysis-suitable local refinement and
describe the conditions under which two analysis-suitable t-spline spaces are nested. the dependence of the error on the mesh size, element size, and element spacing is considered. numerical results are provided for a one dimensional set of reference splines. an error estimate is obtained by comparison with the exact error value for these reference splines. t-splines are defined in two dimensions and can be used in a variety of areas. in this paper, we show that the extension of t-splines defined on an arbitrary triangular mesh to a curved surface is a

natural and consistent extension. we then present a practical application of t-splines to handle geometric problems for surface topology optimization and problems in surface analysis. the implementation of t-splines is illustrated by comparison with nurbs surfaces and b-splines. a high magnification optical view of the keyway corner radius surface was noted in figure 19. the crack path appeared to be transverse to the keyway keyway. a core microstructure of soft pearlite and ferrite was observed. deformation of the keyway side surface
microstructure was observed.
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the crack initiation and propagation was observed under the optical microscope at low magnification.
the crack propagated to the adjacent spline tooth root. microstructure of the crack was noted (figures 20
and 21). soft pearlite, ferrite and mn~3~c~2~ carbides were present in the crack propagation zone. a
high magnification optical micrograph of the transverse crack path is provided in figure 23. the crack

path appeared to be transverse to the keyway keyway. a core microstructure of soft pearlite and ferrite
was observed. deformation of the keyway side surface microstructure was observed. a low magnification
view of the transverse crack at the adjacent tooth root was observed in figure 25. a core microstructure

of soft pearlite and ferrite was observed. deformation of the keyway side surface microstructure was
observed. the crack propagation zone was noted. a high magnification view of the crack path is provided
in figure 27. the crack path appeared to be transverse to the keyway keyway. a core microstructure of

soft pearlite and ferrite was observed. deformation of the keyway side surface microstructure was
observed. a percolation zone was noted. the fracture surface of the tooth root was observed under the

optical microscope. the crack path appeared to be transverse to the keyway keyway. a core
microstructure of soft pearlite and ferrite was observed. deformation of the keyway side surface
microstructure was observed. a percolation zone was observed (figures 31 and 32). 5ec8ef588b
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